Emulator - Emulator Issues #11904
[Android] UI: Wrong description shown for "Enable usage statistics reporting"
11/24/2019 11:02 PM - MofoMan2000

Status:

Fixed
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% Done:
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Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Operating system:
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Bug
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Regression:
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Fixed in:

5.0-11299

Description
Game Name?
N/A
Game ID? (right click the game in the game list, Properties, Info tab)
N/A
MD5 Hash? (right click the game in the game list, Properties, Verify tab, Verify Integrity button)
N/A
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
When toggling the state of "Enable usage statistics reporting", sometimes the wrong description for the option appears. It seems to
be inconsistent about what description it uses, or if it uses any at all. It seems to use the description of the last option you changed.
See attached screenshots.
What steps will reproduce the problem?
In the General Settings menu, toggle the "Enable usage statistics reporting" option a couple times. Nonsensical descriptions usually
appear.
Is the issue present in the latest development version? For future reference, please also write down the version number of
the latest development version.
Yes.5.0-11266
Is the issue present in the latest stable version?
Unknown
If the issue isn't present in the latest stable version, which is the first broken version?
Unknown
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
Google Pixel 3a XL, Android 10
History
#1 - 11/24/2019 11:20 PM - JosJuice
- Status changed from New to Fix pending

https://github.com/dolphin-emu/dolphin/pull/8494

#2 - 11/25/2019 09:40 AM - JosJuice
- Operating system Android added

02/26/2021

1/2

- Operating system deleted (N/A)
#3 - 11/27/2019 11:57 PM - JosJuice
- Fixed in set to 5.0-11299
- Status changed from Fix pending to Fixed

https://dolphin-emu.org/download/dev/8d814baf79cb657894efdcdab74c6367c7ad2a31/
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